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This two-volume sociological and demo- 
graphic study of Protestant and Orthodox clergy 
in India (in spite of the title, Roman Catholic 
clergy are excluded) was first commissioned in 
1978 by the Senate of Serampore College to as- 
sist theological education in meeting the actual 
needs of pastors and congregations. The first part 
of this excellent fmt  volume surveys the history 
and establishes the geographic reach of Chris- 
tianity in India, and then analyzes the class, 
caste, and family background of theological stu- 
dents and clergy. The second half considers the 
professional life of those in Christian leadership: 
the roles they are trained for, those they actually 
play, and the clergy’s satisfaction with them. 
One chapter studies Christian attitudes with re- 
gard to secularism, communalism, fundamental- 
ism, and gender equality. Throughout, the vol- 
ume gives special attention to women, both those 
with theological training and wives of pastors, 
who often play critical roles in congregational 
life. Its findings are too wide-ranging to be easily 
summarized. Suffice it to say that nothing recent 
of this sort exists, and the work will therefore of- 
fer the graduate student or researcher an im- 
mensely valuable set of data about Christianity in 
India. 

Brian K. Pennington 
Maryville College 

East Asia 
THE KOAN: TEXTS AND CONTEXTS IN 
ZEN BUDDHISM. Edited by Steven Heine and 
Dale Wright. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2000. Pp. xii + 322. $19.95, ISBN 0-19- 

Those with a serious interest in the history of 
Zen Buddhism will find the essays collected here 
an invaluable resource. The koan, often the sub- 
ject of unwarranted mystification, is examined in 
a series of eleven substantial essays by an inter- 
national group of scholars. What is distinctive 
about the essays as a whole is their consistent at- 
tempt to locate koans and koan practice in the va- 
riety of literary, historical, social, and political 
contexts that they have known throughout the 
history of the Ch’an/Zen tradition. After the edi- 
tors’ introduction and an historical overview by 
T. Griffth Foulk, the essays follow a roughly 
chronological order, beginning with J. McRae’s 
study of antecedents of encounter dialogue in 
early Ch’an and culminating with V. Hori’s 
study of contemporary Rinzai practice in Japan. 
Particular attention is paid to the importance of 
the Sung period, often viewed as a period of de- 
cline, in the creation of distinctive new forms of 
koan practice. The development of the Japanese 
tradition also receives considerable attention. 
The essays vary in their degree of accessibility. 
Some will interest the general reader; others will 
appeal more to the specialist, making the book 
appropriate for both undergraduate and graduate 
libraries. 

5 11749-2. 

David Carpenter 
St. Joseph’s University 

MAKING AND REMAKING HISTORY: A 

RIOGRAPHY. By Jinhua Chen. Studia 
Philologica Buddhica Monograph Series, 14. 
Tokyo: International Institute for Buddhist 
Studies of the International College for Ad- 
vanced Buddhist Studies, 1999. Pp. xi + 202. 

Chen’s book is mandatory reading for anyone 
concerned with the development of the 
TianWCh’bnt’aflendai school of East Asian 
Buddhism or interested in exploring the issue of 
sectarian propaganda. As a result of his close and 
critical reading of historical and hagiographical 
Buddhist literature, Chen argues for areappraisal 
of several decisive issues concerning the 
post-Zhiyi (538-597) Tiantai school. First, in or- 
der to question whether or not the formative 
Tiantai school declined during the early Tang 
(618-907) because of close connections with the 
Sui (581-623) court, Chen subjects to criticism 
the idea that Guanding (561-632) was Zhiyi’s fa- 
vorite disciple and that Guanding had extraordi- 
nary connections with Emperor Yang (reigned 
604-616). Second, Chen examines how later 
Chinese and Japanese Tiantaflendai adherents 
manufactured and exploited stories about how 
Tiantai teachings were famous in India, and that 
Jizang (549-623), the de fact0 founder of the 
Sanlun/Sanron school, hadbeen7hiyi’s disciple. 
Despite numerous grammatical and typological 
errors, which have apparently been corrected for 
a second edition, Chen’s book demonstrates the 
importance of questioning the sources we use to 
appreciate the nuanced character of religious de- 
velopments in East Asia. 

George A. Keyworth 
University of California, Los Angeles 

STUDY OF TIANTAI SECTARIAN HISTO- 

N.P., ISBN 4-906267-43-2. 

Buddhism 
INVITATION TO ENLIGHTENMENT 
LETTER TO THE GREAT KING 
KANISHKA BY MATRCETA, LETTER TO 
A DISCIPLE BY CANDRAGOMIN. Trans- 
lated with an introduction and notes by Michael 
Hahn. Berkeley: Dharma, 1999. Pp. lxxxiii + 

This is an outstanding study and translation of 
two brief but important Indian Buddhist epistles. 
Both are letters composed in Sanskrit by Indian 
Buddhist scholars from the first millennium. and 
both are preserved in Tibetan translation. 
MaFceta’s (second century CE) letter to King 
Kanishka offers simple advice on worldly affairs 
from a Buddhist perspective, emphasizing com- 
passionate rule, nonviolence, and moderation. 
Candragomin’s (fifth century CE) letter to his 
disciple stresses the importance of keeping suf- 
fering-the hallmark of the Buddhist 
worldview-in mind at all times. Hahn’s transla- 

379. $25.00, ISBN 0-89800-299-0. 

tions are superb, and his critical apparatus is a 
model of useful philological scholarship. A 
lengthy introduction and concluding essays 
place the letters in historical, literary, and doc- 
trinal context. A critical Tibetan text appears on 
facing pages of MaFceta’s letter. and a critical 
Sanskrit text appears with that of Candragomin. 
Sanskrit and Tibetan glossaries are included, as 
well as a facsimile of a palm-leaf manuscript of 
Candragomin’s letter. The book will be of value 
to those interested in Indian Buddhism, episto- 
lary literature in Buddhism, and to those who 
wish to learn Buddhist Tibetan and Sanskrit. It 
belongs in the libraries of all institutionsthat sup- 
port Buddhist studies. 

Kurtis R. Schaeffer 
University of Alabama 

BUDDHA NATURE: THE MAHAYANA 
UTTARATANTRA SHASTRA. Edited by 
Arya Maitreya, Jamgon Kongtrul Lodro Thaye, 
and Khenpo Tsultrim Gyamtso Rinpoche. Trans- 
lated by Rosemarie Fuchs. Ithaca, NY Snow 
Lion,  2000. Pp. 409. $34.95. ISBN 

This is a translation of three works devoted to 
Buddha nature (tathagaragurbha). a Mahayana 
Buddhist principle stating that all beings have 
within them the essence of B u d d h a h d  and thus 
are a priori capable of achieving enlightenment. 
The first work translated is the classic Indian 
treatise on Buddha nature, the Uftarafantra 
Shastra, otherwise known as the Rarnago- 
travibhaga. This work formed the foundation for 
philosophical speculation on Buddha nature in 
Tibet from the twelfth century to the present day. 
Fuchs has translated only the verses of this work 
from the Tibetan translation of the longer 
verse-and-prose Sanskrit original. The second 
work is a commentary on the Utfaratantra by the 
greatest Tibetan scholar of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, Jamgon Kongtrul (1813-1899). The final 
work consists of commentarial annotations to 
Jamgon Kongtrul’s annotations by the contem- 
porary Tibetan scholar and teacher Khenpo 
Tsultrim Gyamtso. The translations are gener- 
ally accurate and readable. This book is aimed at 
an audience of Buddhist practitioners and thus 
lacks scholarly apparatus. Scriptural passages 
are not cited and there is no bibliography or in- 
dex. The reader will have to look elsewhere for 
infomation on historical, literary, and philo- 
sophical context. 

1-55939-128-6. 

Kurtis R. Schaeffer 
University of Alabama 

PUDCALAVXDA BUDDHISM: THE RE 
ALITY OF THE INDETERMINATE SELF. 
By Leonard C. D. C. Priestley. South Asian 
Studies Papers, 12, Monograph, 1. Toronto: Cen- 
tre for South Asian Studies, University of To- 
ronto, 1999. Pp. viii + 255. Cloth, $40.00, ISBN 
1-895214-21-1; paper, $25.00, ISBN 1-895214- 

Priestley’s book represents a thorough, 
well-researched study of a Buddhist school that 
was widespread in ancient India, yet died out 

18-1. 


